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The Jarzynski equality and the Crooks fluctuation theorem enable the calculation of the change in a
system’s free energy from nonequilibrium path integrals. These relations consider processes where the
system is driven out of equilibrium by a mechanical external agent while remaining in contact with a
thermal reservoir at a fixed temperature. We generalize these relations to describe processes driven by any
type of external agent, be it thermal or mechanical. Attention is given to the case of a system, initially in
equilibrium, that is driven through a temperature change by a heat reservoir. The results are cast in a form
applicable to experiments.
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The Jarzynski equality (JE) [1,2], the Crooks fluctuation
theorem (CFT) [3,4] and the Evans-Searles fluctuation
theorem [5–7] are important new results in nonequilibrium
statistical mechanics. To obtain experimentally applicable
forms of these theorems which are valid arbitrarily far from
equilibrium, it is necessary to introduce a thermal reservoir
that is large and remote enough from the system of interest,
to effectively remain in equilibrium. To this end models
involving synthetic thermostats, which only act on parti-
cles in the reservoir, have been developed [7–9]. The
system of interest cannot possibly ‘‘know’’ the details of
how the thermostat operates due to its remoteness from it.
The details of the synthetic thermostat are then irrelevant to
the final result [8]. This approach works well for mechani-
cally driven systems in contact with a fixed temperature
reservoir. However, matters are more complicated if we
wish to consider a realistic model of a system that is driven
away from equilibrium by a reservoir whose temperature is
changing. For this case the simple parametric change in
Hamiltonian or external field, usually employed in the
derivation of the JE or the CFT, is not applicable and
care is needed in developing the physical assumptions,
see [10,11].
Here we address this issue by considering a system of
interest, containing some very slowly relaxing constituents
such as soft matter or pitch [12], in contact with a rapidly
relaxing reservoir. The reservoir may be formed from a
copper block or another highly thermally conductive ma-
terial. Changing the temperature of the reservoir (say with
a thermostatically controlled heat exchanger) then drives
the system of interest out of equilibrium. The change in
temperature is slow enough that the reservoir may be
treated to high accuracy, as undergoing a quasistatic tem-
perature change. The slowly relaxing system of interest is
far from equilibrium. We develop generalised versions of
the CFT and the JE applied to this system. Importantly the
quantities that appear in our theory are physically measur-
able variables.
We first state the CFT and the JE for the canonical
ensemble. The thermodynamic potential is the Helmholtz
free energy, A, which is related to the phase space  
q1; . . . ;qN;p; . . . ;pN integral of the negative exponential
of the Hamiltonian H0, of the system [13]
 A  kBT lnZ
 kBT ln
Z
d expH0; 

: (1)
In this equation kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the
absolute temperature and   1=kBT. The functional
form of the system’s Hamiltonian may vary parametrically,
over the period 0< t < , i.e., H0; t  12
PN
i1 pi 
pi=mi q; t, where  is the interparticle potential
and the system is initially at equilibrium and   0. The
system may also be driven by an external dissipative field
[14–16]. For t >  the Hamiltonian’s parametric depen-
dence is fixed at H0;  and the external field is turned
off. Over the times 0< t ^, the ensemble is driven away
from equilibrium, and if the transformation is halted at t 
, the system will eventually relax to a new equilibrium
state. The work done on the system as a function of time,
for a given phase space trajectory is
 Wt  HEt; t HE0; 0
 kBT
Z t
0
dss; (2)
where usually HE  H0 (but not in the case of Nose´-
Hoover dynamics [17], as detailed below),   @=@  _
is the phase space compression factor, determined from the
equations of motion [7,18] and (2) reduces to _Wt 
_@H0t; t=@ when the external agent is purely
parametric [16]. The CFT is then given as
 
PfW  B
PrW  B
 expA B; (3)
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where A  A  A0, Pf is the probability density
of observing W  B in a forward trajectory starting
from the initial equilibrium given by   0 and Pr is
the probability density for observing W  B in a reverse
trajectory but starting from the equilibrium given by  
. From the CFT it is trivial to obtain the JE (e.g.,
Refs. [4,19]) which is,
 hexpWi  expA: (4)
We now consider a general formalism for the nonequi-
librium free-energy theorems (3) and (4) which we will
later use to address the physical problem of a varying
temperature. We consider two closed N-particle systems:
1, 2. These systems may have the same or different
Hamiltonians, temperatures or volumes; it does not matter,
nor does the ensemble matter: microcanonical, canonical,
or isothermal isobaric, etc. We define a generalized dimen-
sionless ‘‘work’’ X0; 0; , for a trajectory of duration
, as in [20],
 expX0 	 P1
0
0; 
0
0Z1
P20; 0Z2 
f10000Z1
f200Z2 ;
(5)
where Zi is the partition function for system i and 0 is
the extended phase space vector which includes the phase
space vector  and may include additional dynamical
variables such as the volume or those associated with the
thermostat. If the dynamics is deterministic, a phase space
trajectory evolves an initial phase vector 00 at t  0 to 0
at t   [21]. If the system is canonically distributed then
Zi is as given in (1). For other ensembles the partition
functions are well known. In (5)Pi0; 0  fi00 is
the probability of observing the infinitesimal phase volume
0, centered on the phase vector 0, according to the
initial equilibrium distribution function, fi. As it turns
out, for typical cases of dynamics and ensemble, the vari-
able X is related to important physical properties. We
identify j@0=@00j as the Jacobian and note that
 
@
0

@00
 
0

00
 f
00; 0
f0;  (6)
due to conservation of the number of ensemble members
with respect to time. Since the distribution function is
normalized,
R
d0f0  1, using (5) and the first equal-
ity in (6) it is obvious that
 hexpXi1 
Z
d00f100
f200Z2
f10000Z1
 Z2
Z1
(7)
where the brackets h. . .i1 denote an equilibrium ensemble
average over the initial [i.e., f10] distribution. This [20]
relates the ensemble average of the exponential of a non-
equilibrium path integral to equilibrium thermodynamic
free-energy differences. The paths do not need to be quasi-
static and in common with (3) and (4) other nonequilibrium
(even dissipative) processes can be carried out during the
period 0< t < . It is also a simple matter to prove the
following generalized CFT,
 
PfX  B
PrX  B
 Z2
Z1 expB: (8)
Equations (7) and (8) can be applied to thermal and me-
chanical changes.
To demonstrate how this formalism works we introduce
the equations of motion for our model and first obtain the
standard JE and CFT. We consider dynamics with a ther-
mostat acting only on the remote equilibrium reservoir as
discussed in the introduction. Although other equations of
motion could be used [8,9], we will concentrate on the
Nose´-Hoover equations of motion [17] for the canonical
ensemble,
 
_q i pimi ;
_piFiSipi; _
PN
i1Si
pipi
mi
dNRkBT
1

1
2
;
(9)
where Si is a switch that is set to unity for particles in the
reservoir and zero otherwise, d is the Cartesian dimension,
 is the Nose´-Hoover time constant and NR 
PN
i1 Si.
For (9) the extended energy is HE  H0  d2NRkBT22
and the extended phase space of the system is 0  ; .
The Liouville equation states: df=dt  f [18] and
using (9) it is easy to show that, kBT  dNRkBT 	
_Q, where _Q is the rate of increase in HE due to thermo-
stating alone. The equilibrium distribution function for this
system is easily shown to be
 feq; i;   

dNR=2
p
Zi expHE; i; ;
(10)
where Zi is given in (1). The streaming solution of the
Liouville equation is
 
f0; 0; 0
ft; t; t  exp
Z t
0
dss _Qs; s

; (11)
which is valid for both equilibrium and nonequilibrium
processes, see [7,16,18] for details.
Now we consider the special case of transformations
using thermostatted dynamics between canonical equilib-
rium states with the same temperature. Using (10) for the
equilibrium distributions feq; i; , along with (5), (6),
and (11), one sees that X= is the total energy change in
the system’s Hamiltonian HE minus the energy (i.e., the
heat) gained by the system from the thermostat (usually a
negative quantity), Q0; 0;   R0 dt _Q0t:
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 X; 0;   HE0 HE00
 Q0; 0; 
 W; 0; : (12)
The final equality can be obtained by recalling that the total
energy change is the sum of contributions from the heat
and the work. Equation (12) shows that in this case (ther-
mostatted dynamics with canonical initial and final distri-
butions), X is just the work performed on the system in
the transformation multiplied by : X; 0;  
W; 0;  as can readily be seen by referring to (2)
[2,14–16,19,20]. Equation (7) then reduces to the well
known JE (4) and Eq. (8) reduces to the CFT (3). The
same result is obtained for Gaussian thermostats or adia-
batic dynamics (i.e., unthermostated). For other ensembles
and transformations (7) does not necessarily refer to a work
(see [11,20,22]).
In deriving (7) and (8) it is assumed that every point in
the initial distribution f1, which occurs with finite proba-
bility at time t  0, must evolve to a point at time t  
which occurs with finite probability in the distribution f2
and vice versa for the reverse trajectories which are used to
compute Pr in (8), i.e., f100  0 and f20  0. This
requirement is a form of ergodic consistency [7,16,18]. For
the forward trajectories the system must initially be in the
equilibrium state given by f1 at time t  0 but at time t 
 the state need not be given by f2. The converse holds for
the reverse trajectories which must initially sample the
equilibrium state given by f2 at time t  0 but need not
be in state f1 at time t  . In the case of the JE (4), if at
the end of the protocol t  , the system is not in equilib-
rium, it does not matter. Any subsequent relaxation pro-
cesses will have no effect on the work and can only affect
the heat. Furthermore at the end of the protocol the system
cannot know how long that final relaxation process takes or
even if the final relaxation is so slow that in practice it is
never completed [23]. Analogous statements hold for (7),
with X being defined in terms of the ratio of the partition
functions regardless of the relaxation that takes place after
the protocol has ceased (t > ).
A necessary condition for (7) or (8) to converge is that in
the ensemble averaging process the time reversed path of
the most probable path, must be observed. If the averaging
process is not sufficiently exhaustive for these possibly
extremely rare events to be observed, (7) and (8) will
give incorrect results. This observation has an immediate
impact on the calculation of free-energy differences in the
thermodynamic limit. This difference must be calculated in
finite systems for a series of system sizes and then extrapo-
lation must be employed to obtain the thermodynamic
limit.
We now return to the thermal process discussed in the
introduction and apply (7) to it. Consider a system of N
particles whose temperature is changed from T1 to T2. We
do not change the Hamiltonian during this process. We
consider a canonical ensemble for the two equilibrium
states (10), and use the equations of motion (9). The
temperature dependence of the reservoir is achieved by
making the Nose´-Hoover target temperature T (9) a time
dependent variable Tt,
 _ 
PN
i1 Si
pipi
mi
dNRkBTt  1

1
2
: (13)
The change in temperature is slow enough that the reser-
voir may be treated as changing quasistatically, at the
target temperature Tt while the slow system of interest
is driven out of equilibrium, i.e., it changes irreversibly. Of
course if one is just interested in the synthetic dynamics
this restriction may be lifted and the temperature can be
changed at arbitrary rate. Either way the system of interest
will approach the temperature T2 in the long time limit
t= ! 1. We use (5) with f1 and f2 given by (10) at the
two different temperatures to obtain
 X0; 0;  
Z 
0
ds _X0s
 2HE0  1HE00

Z 
0
dtt _Q0t; (14)
where t  1=kBTt is the inverse target temperature
and _X0t is the generalized ‘‘power.’’ Now if we take
the derivative of the extended energy while the temperature
is changing, but with no other external agent acting on the
system, we obtain using (9),
 
d
dt
HE0t  _Q0t  d2NRkB
_T22: (15)
We then obtain
 
d
dt
tHE0t  t

H0t
_Tt
Tt 
_Q0t

(16)
and the generalized power for a change in the target
temperature with time is,
 
_Xt  _sH0t; t: (17)
Note that (17) only depends upon  and not the thermostat
multiplier . Equation (7) then becomes
 

exp


Z 
0
ds _sH0s

1
 Z
2
Z1
 exp2A2  1A1; (18)
where Ai is the equilibrium Helmholtz free energy of
ensemble i. One can see that this equation is consistent
with thermodynamics because in the quasistatic limit,
equilibrium thermodynamics gives us the relation,
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 _thH0tieq  _T ddT tAt: (19)
The Hamiltonian of the total system may be split in parts
representing the system of interest, Hsi, the reservoir Hr
and the interaction between the reservoir particles and the
system of interest particles Hsir, giving H0 
Hsisi Hrr Hsir. Here si is the phase space
vector for all the particles in the system of interest, r is for
all the particles in the reservoir. Now by construction we
have set up our system such that the changes to hHri and
hHsiri are quasistatic. This allows us to take the contribu-
tions of these parts of the Hamiltonian through the average
appearing in (18),
 
exp


Z 
0
ds _sHsisi

1

exp


Z 
0
ds _shHrHsiriTs;eq

 exp1A12A2
(20)
and obtain,
 

exp


Z 
0
ds _sHsisi

1
 exp1Asi;1  2Asi;2;
(21)
where  and T are given by the temperature of the reser-
voir, and
 2Asi;2  1Asi;1 
Z 
0
ds _shHsiiTs;eq: (22)
For temperature changes at finite rates, the thermodynamic
temperature of the system of interest cannot be defined
and the kinetic temperature of the system of interest may
not be equal to the temperature of the thermal reservoir.
Nonetheless (21) can still be used to compute changes in
the free energy of the system of interest as specified by (22)
because the reservoir is being changed approximately
quasistatically.
From the above, one observes that the function appear-
ing in the quasistatic thermodynamic path integral (22) is
the same as that which appears in the nonequilibrium free-
energy relation. One could conjecture that any correct
microscopic expression for the thermodynamic path inte-
gral derived using classical statistical thermodynamics
would yield a correct nonequilibrium free-energy relation,
for some protocol. All that is required is sufficient ingen-
uity to design a protocol consistent with the microscopic
expression for the generalized work. To be absolutely sure
that your microscopic expression and protocol are consis-
tent one should simply check that when substituted into (5)
that the protocol generates the required generalized work.
However, if the nonequilibrium free-energy relation is to
be used beyond the synthetically thermostatted dynamics
care is required. It must be ensured that the system is
controlled by a thermal reservoir which remains in
equilibrium.
If one constructs an algorithm (9) and (13) to accomplish
some thermal transformation N1; V1; T1 ! N1; V1; T2
then (5) gives a precise microscopic form for the general-
ized work appearing in the classical thermodynamic path
integral for the free-energy change. Although the quasi-
static path integral expression is unique, the nonequilib-
rium expression is certainly not. This is because there are
infinitely many protocols that accomplish the required
change. Nonetheless each of these expressions give iden-
tical values for the free-energy difference.
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